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BondIT’s 
automated 
portfolio 
construction  
solution helps put 
customers first
BondIT’s Adrian Gostick speaks to Hubbis 
about how his company’s algorithmic bond 
portfolio solution enables advisors to boost 
their productivity through automating 
portfolio construction and related processes 
in fixed income investments.

https://hubbis.com/article/bondit-s-automated-portfolio-construction-solution-helps-put-customers-first
https://hubbis.com/partnerProfile/bondit/partner-content
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Executive summary

BondIT was founded to address complex and inefficient processes in fixed income investments, and inconsistencies in 
recommendations to clients who are often underserved in terms of having customised investments relevant to their 
particular profiles, goals and constraints. With BondIT's machine-learning algorithms, an advisor can now deliver a 
customised fixed income investment portfolio to a client in a matter of seconds. 

BondIT provides a SAAS solution to help financial institutions - private banks, fixed income brokers and institutional 
asset managers - build and rebalance fixed income portfolios with algorithm-optimised solutions tailored to individual 
client requirements and investment parameters. 

Powered by machine learning, the BondIT system helps fixed income advisors make specific investment recommendations, 
which can enhance client engagement and accelerate trade flows, so that missed opportunities and sub-optimal, 
inconsistent recommendations become a thing of the past.



BONDIT’S MANAGING 
Director & Chief Revenue 
Officer Adrian Gostick 
believes that most private 

banks are presently not really 
putting their customers at the 
heart of matters in wealth man-
agement, and a much better and 
more efficient job could be done 
in terms of helping them invest 
their money. 
 According to Gostick, current 
processes in fixed income invest-
ments are still fairly complex 
and inefficient. Advisors can be 
inconsistent with trade opportuni-
ties and recommendations, while 
clients are often underserved in 
terms of having customised invest-
ments in relation to their particu-
lar profiles, goals and constraints.
 In addition to wealth manage-
ment, BondIT also focuses on 
the institutional asset manage-
ment space, where managers are 
facing pressure from the trend of 
clients moving towards passive 

investments and the impact this is 
having on fees paid. Gostick says: 
“People have been running active 
funds, everyone is now looking at 
how they can use technology to 
automate the investment pro-
cesses to reduce the costs. They’ve 
done it on the equity markets 
before, and now they’re looking at 
the fixed income markets.”
 “All the large asset managers are 
trying to build teams, they are all 
trying to build solutions on how 
technology can be used to auto-
mate the fixed income investment 
process. With increasing avail-
ability of data, greater computing 
power, and new technologies such 
as machine learning, we will see 
increasing automation of the fixed 
income investment process.”

Current portfolio building 
processes
He shares an example of what 
typically happens when a client 
approaches a bank. “Let’s say, 

you are a high net worth (HNW) 
individual, and you go to a private 
bank today.”
 “You tell the bank: I’ve got five 
million dollars I’d like to invest 
into the fixed income market; I’d 
like to invest in bonds. I’m looking 
for a certain yield, let’s say five 
percent or six percent. There’s cer-

ADRIAN GOSTICK 
BondIT
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those bonds and come up with a 
portfolio, and present that to you.”
 “That process hasn’t changed 
in decades. It’s very suboptimal in 
terms of not getting the customer 
what they need,” Gostick observes. 
“And, it also takes a long time. 
Typically, that process can take 
several hours.”

A customised fixed income 
investment portfolio - in 
seconds
Using BondIT’s machine-learning 
algorithms and intuitive user 
interface, an advisor can deliver 
a compliant, customised fixed 
income investment portfolio to a 
client in a matter of seconds. 

 BondIT provides a SAAS solu-
tion to help financial institutions 
(private banks, fixed income 
brokers and institutional asset 
managers) build and rebalance 
fixed income portfolios with 
algorithm-optimised solutions tai-
lored to individual client require-
ments and investment parameters. 
Powered by machine learning, the 
BondIT system helps fixed income 
advisors make specific investment 
recommendations, which can en-
hance client engagement and ac-
celerate trade flows, so that missed 
opportunities and sub-optimal, 
inconsistent recommendations 
become a thing of the past.
 Gostick explains: “The whole 
proposition of what we do is 
around idea generation. If you want 
to build a portfolio, if you want to 
come up with some fixed income 
investment ideas or rebalancing 
ideas for a portfolio, we use data 
and machine learning algorithms to 
come up with those ideas.”
 
The company
BondIT was established in 2012 
to tackle the process of building 
fixed income portfolios and to find 
solutions for the bond market. 80 
percent of its focus has been in 
the wealth management space, 
targeted at organisations building 
portfolios for individuals. 
 The company comprises 35 peo-
ple globally, based out of Singapore 
and Hong Kong, with the bulk of its 
team in Herzliya, outside Tel Aviv. 
Most of the company’s clients are 
located in Hong Kong, Singapore 
and the U.S. BondIT’s expertise 
spans investments, data science 
and machine learning, and its 
teams combine market experience 
from fixed income experts with 
technical knowhow from re-
searchers and developers. Where-
as previously, fragmented data 

tain geographies or currencies, or 
types of bond that I’m interested 
in and I say, please can you build 
me a portfolio?”
 “So, the bank will typi-
cally come up with a portfolio 
by working within their list of 
approved bonds,” Gostick contin-
ues. “They’ll have an approved 
universe of bonds, perhaps a 
thousand or a few thousand 
instruments. Very simply, they’ll 
look through that and filter ideas. 
Even in sophisticated banks, we 
see them looking through PDFs 
to identify bonds that meet the 
requirements in terms of the right 
currency and ratings and so on. 
And then they’ll equally weight 
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London-born Adrian Gostick joined BondIT as its Chief Revenue Officer in 
May 2016, where he is responsible for the global business development, 
sales, partnerships and marketing of BondIT products and services. He 
trained as a geologist at University of Bristol, but realised quickly, "If I 
wanted to earn any money it would be best to work in the City, rather than 
become a geologist." 

Gostick moved back to London and worked as a bond trader throughout 
the 90s, and subsequently earned an MBA from Theseus International 
Management Institute in France, now part of the EDHEC Business School 
(Ecole des Hautes Etudes Commerciales du Nord). He went on to hold a va-
riety of roles in financial technology and data companies, from enterprise 
data sales through to managing trading businesses based out of Tokyo, 
Hong Kong and Shanghai. 

Gostick was most recently with Thomson Reuters China as Managing Di-
rector of its Financial & Risk business prior to joining BondIT. He is married 
with 3 sons, and over the years has enjoyed participating in a wide variety 
of sports including rock climbing, triathlons, and trail running. He first vis-
ited Hong Kong in 1986 on a school rugby trip, and these days, his middle 
son James also plays for a Hong Kong under-20s rugby team. Gostick says 
it is his "absolute pleasure going and supporting him whenever I can."

Getting Personal



and limited tools and capabilities 
made it difficult for portfolio 
managers to compile meaningful, 
customised investment advice for 
each individual client. “We spent 
three or four years perfecting the 
algorithms building the first version 
of the product,” says Gostick. 

How is it done?
Basically, he says, “What we do is 
we integrate data. So, we have bond 
reference data, bond pricing data, 
we can also look at an organisa-
tion’s proprietary data - research 
recommendations, loan to value 
figures, product risk ratings - and 
we bring all of this data together 
on the organisation’s approved 
universe of bonds, and we set goals 
and constraints for the portfolio.”
 “So, I could say, for example: I’d 
like to get a six percent yield, I’d 
like to have a single A rating for the 
portfolio, I don’t want any sub-in-
vestment grade bonds, I only want 
U.S. dollars,” Gostick explains. 
“You can become very granular 
around the types of bonds, as 
granular or as broad as you like. 
And then we press a button to say 
go build the portfolio, and about 
30 seconds later we’ll come up 
with an optimised portfolio.”
 “And,” Gostick continues, 
“What we see by doing compari-
sons with the private banks and 
how they build portfolios today 
versus how we do it using data 
and algorithms, is that not only 
can we build the portfolio in a few 
minutes versus a few hours, the 
quality of the portfolios is better 
for a given level of risk.”
 “Typically, we can see 40, 50, 
60 basis point improvements in an-
nual yield and again, by using data, 
we can make sure we comply 100 
percent with the requirements of 
that customer in terms of ratings, 
currency, whatever other con-
straints they want to invest within.”

Everyone wins
In addition to building an invest-
ment portfolio that satisfies the 
customer’s own investment profile 
and goals in a matter of minutes, 
compared to the current norm of 
several hours, the private bank 
utilising the BondIT system has an 
advantage in terms of scalability. 
 “For an advisor, it means being 
able to serve more customers, or 
come up with more portfolio ideas 
than he’s able to do today.” Inte-
gration with core banking systems 

Focusing on growing its core 
markets in Asia, such as Hong 
Kong and Singapore, and in 
China via strategic partner-
ships to develop services and 
solutions for the Greater Chi-
na market. Partners include 
financial data provider Wind 
Information in China, and con-
glomerate Fosun. 
 
Accelerating its activity in the 
U.S. markets, which employ 
more advanced electronic 
trading that creates the data 
needed to drive BondIT's sys-
tems, and provides access to 
real time inventory.
 
Major new version release of 
BondIT's application in next 
quarter, based on customer 
feedback in terms of building 
and rebalancing portfolios. 
The new re-engineered ap-
plication will improve work-
flows, and is written on an 
architecture that allows rapid 
scalability, as well as more se-
curity and agility bringing new 
capabilities, new features and 
expanding functionality.

Key Priorities
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is another important consider-
ation: “Once you have portfolios 
within BondIT, the BondIT system 
can sync with the core banking 
system,” says Gostick. “Typi-
cally in Asia, we see systems like 
AVALOQ or Temenos. In Australia, 
the customer we are working with 
is using SimCorp Dimension. We 
can sync with these core banking 
systems, and then bring all the 
portfolios into BondIT.”
 “After we bring those portfolios 
into BondIT, we can then set alerts 
and monitor them. An advisor 
can set a price alert, for example 
in case of a price or a deal moving 
to a certain specified amount, or 
if there is cash accumulation or 
a bond maturing or being down-
graded. You can monitor the whole 
organisation’s customer base and 
use algorithms to come up with 
ideas for rebalancing or to suggest 
switch trades.” 
 “As an example, if you have a 
portfolio where a bond gets down-
graded and falls outside of the 
mandate of that investor, we can 
then use the algorithm to come 
up with ideas of something else 
to switch into so as to bring the 
portfolio back into line.”
 In terms of efficiency, the Bon-
dIT system holds the promise of a 
vast improvement over previous 
methods, in terms of proactively 
monitoring and coming up with 
ideas on all portfolios within a giv-
en organisation. The current reality 
is that it is simply impossible for 
advisors and managers to manu-
ally monitor all the portfolios for all 
customers with any real efficiency. 
 “A typical private bank would 
have tens of thousands of portfo-
lios,” says Gostick. With BondIT, 
“They can monitor all of their 
customer portfolios, rather than 
looking at maybe the top five or 
ten percent, which is what we typi-
cally see today. Many customers 

are ignored because their portfo-
lios are not monitored properly. 
They are being offered portfolios 
that are not optimal in terms of the 
yields they can get for the risk that 
they are taking.”
 Another important advantage 
that the BondIT system offers for 
the financial institution is around 
compliance. “Institutions have a 
duty, a fiduciary responsibility, 
to put the customer first,” says 
Gostick. “We help their teams of 
advisors to give consistent advice. 
Because some advisors give much 
better advice than others, this 
can cause compliance issues in an 
organisation. By bringing everyone 
up to an equal playing field, we are 
helping them with consistency.”

Current activities
BondIT started going to market 
with its product in 2016, and in 
this time, Gostick says, the com-
pany has worked with top-tier 
private banks, including in-place 
pilots with projects either in the 
process of moving from pilots into 
full commercial implementation, 
or already been converted into 
full implementation. 
 “For example, Bank of Singa-
pore is one of our early partners 
that we continue to work closely 
with to become increasingly 
integrated in their systems and 
workflows.”
 In Australia earlier this year, 
BondIT signed FIIG Securities, one 
of the largest fixed income broking 
companies in the country, on as a 
client. Gostick says, “They have 
about AUD10b in assets under 
management (AUM), and about six 
thousand customers in Australia. 
They’re going through a big pro-
gram to upgrade their technology. 
They’ve decided to use BondIT 
for all of their front office users to 
bring efficiency to daily activities 
including new portfolio construc-
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tion, investment idea generation, 
relative value analysis, portfolio 
monitoring and portfolio optimisa-
tion for their customer base.”
 According to Gostick, the 
company made a ‘conscious deci-
sion’ to focus its activities in Asia. 
“We’ve built some good partner-
ships, in particular with two Chi-
nese institutions. In 2016, we put 
a strategic partnership in place 
with financial data provider Wind 
Information in China, and to-
wards the end of 2017, we entered 

a workstation into the advisory 
community. We’re also having 
conversations with some of the 
major financial institutions.”
 In the U.S., he says, organisa-
tions provide platforms into the 
advisory space, and some elec-
tronic trading venues have work-
stations given to the advisory 
space to try and get the advisors 
to provide ‘flow’ into the trading 
venue. By working with these 
organisation BondIT can scale 
business quickly in the US market.

to work with these platform provid-
ers to integrate into what they have 
today, which will get us to a large 
number of advisors very quickly.”
 Gostick says BondIT’s current 
activities are less advanced in the 
U.S. than in Asia; however, “The 
conversations are very good and, 
the customers there are making 
more of an effort to try and find 
solutions around using data and 
new technologies to build fixed in-
come portfolios and come up with 
investment ideas than we’re seeing 
in Asia. Here in Asia, at this stage, 
some customers see what we do as 
more of a luxury than a necessity.”

Other priorities
Of the company’s other priorities, 
Gostick says: “Until quite recently 
our core focus has been on selling 
or partnering with organisations 
so that they use our actual applica-
tion. The real value of the com-
pany is what I call the ‘engine’: the 
algorithms that help you build, or 
improve, or come up with invest-
ment ideas, on a portfolio. Our 
application provides workflow 
capabilities that the banks, like 
Bank of Singapore, are using. FIIG 
Securities in Australia will also use 
our application.”

“Here in Asia, at this stage, some 
customers see what we do as more of a 
luxury than a necessity.”

“The client can come in and use technology 
to understand what portfolio to build, and 
then transact that at a much cheaper level 

through an electronic broker.”

into a strategic partnership with 
Fosun, a large Chinese conglomer-
ate that focuses on investments 
in three areas: health, wealth and 
happiness.”
 “Both these companies invested 
into BondIT, and from our perspec-
tive, they are both great partners in 
terms of helping with distribution 
and with data, particularly for the 
mainland China market.”

‘More advanced’ U.S. 
market creates data to 
drive our system
The next big priority for BondIT, 
says Gostick, is to accelerate its 
activity in the U.S. 
 “The U.S. is a very big market, 
more advanced market than Asia; 
there’s more electronic trading 
which creates data, which is what 
we need to help drive our sys-
tem,” he explains.
 “We are working with one of 
the largest electronic broker-
ing companies in the U.S.,” says 
Gostick. “And we are working 
with one of the major electronic 
trading venues, and that provides 

APIs For Integration
“There are other platform com-
panies, technology companies, 
that advisors use. What we see is 
typically these platforms can be 
provided to maybe tens of thou-
sands of advisors across multiple 
organisations. A core strategy for 
us in the U.S. is to allow an organ-
isation to access our engine via 
application programming inter-

faces (APIs) so that they can build 
into their platform the ability for 
someone to build a portfolio, or to 
access the app engine to improve 
an existing portfolio.”
 “We will achieve expansion 
and growth in our U.S. business by 
allowing somebody to access our 
engine via these APIs. So we want 

Major new release in coming 
months
“We will be launching the latest 
version of our application in the 
next one or two months,” reveals 
Gostick. “This is not merely an 
incremental improvement on the 
application that we have today; 
it is a major new release that is a 
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bottom-up relook at a lot of the 
workflows, based on the feedback 
we’ve had from customers over the 
last two years.”
 “We’ve looked at a lot of the 
workflows in terms of how people 
are building portfolios, rebalanc-
ing portfolios, coming up with 
new ideas, and we’ve re-engi-
neered a lot of those workflows 
to improve them,” he continues. 
“But also importantly, the plat-
form is written on an architecture 
that lets us scale much more rap-
idly; it gives us a lot more security 
and also a lot more agility in terms 
of bringing new capabilities, new 
features and expanding the func-
tionality of the application.”

Delivering on commitments
The final priority, Gostick says, is 
“Purely to just deliver on our com-
mitments. We’re rolling out with 
FIIG in Australia, and we’ve got pi-
lots underway here. We’ve got live 
customers, so we are making sure 
we keep the customers happy.”

The challenge for private 
banks 
Gostick believes that the most 
pressing challenge for private 

banks currently is to embrace 
more technology to help their 
businesses and to serve their 
customers better. “If the private 
banks don’t adopt technologies 
and start providing better servic-
es,” he cautions. 
 “Then you’re going to see the 
client base shift away from private 
banking institutions into the 
electronic brokerages, because 
they’ll use technology to provide 
the service that the private banks 
should be providing today.”
 He predicts: “You will see an 
increase in electronic brokering 
companies coming into the space 
who can use technology to help 
a HNW individual or even a retail 
customer understand what they 
should be buying, without having 
the requirements of human inter-
vention.”
 “The client can come in and use 
technology to understand what 
portfolio to build, and then trans-
act that at a much cheaper level 
through an electronic broker.” 
 He also cites the differences in 
fee structures between electronic 
brokering companies and private 
banks as another factor that dis-
advantages private banks: “The 

brokering company is paid on 
transactions, and the more auto-
mated and electronic they are, the 
lower those transaction fees tend 
to be.”
 “The private banking side, on 
the other hand, have relatively 
high fees, even for somebody who 
just wants to transact.”

Technology as a survival 
tool
Gostick reiterates how technol-
ogy can help private banks not 
only provide a better service for 
their clients, but ensure their own 
profitability: “If you look at a typi-
cal, regional private bank that’s 
got USD100b AUM, probably 25 to 
30 percent of that will be in fixed 
income. So let’s say that’s USD 25 
to 30 billion in AUM: if all of that 
is in portfolios that are underper-
forming from what they should be 
doing by 30, 40, 50 basis points, 
you can see by allocating the 
funds properly - for the same level 
of risk and improving the returns - 
how even a private bank can grow 
their AUM just in the compound-
ing effect of getting an extra half 
a percent on the assets that they 
manage.” 
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